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Words of Wisdom
Dr S.C. Vats

Founder & Chairman, VIPS

At the outset, I congratulate the outgoing batch of VSJMC (2016-19) for completing

three years of experiential learning at VIPS. I hope the students carry the values and
lessons they have learnt at the Institute. I pray that numerous opportunities cross your
paths and I know determination and commitment will strengthen your perseverance.
“Life is all about chances and opportunities. Never leave anything to chance and never let an opportunity get away.” May you never fall short of dreams and may you find
constant motivation to fulfil them. VIPS will always remember you fondly and your
Alma Mater will welcome you with open arms.

Mr Suneet Vats
Vice Chairman, VIPS

This end is the beginning of a new chapter in your lives which shall be marked by
remarkable achievements. The world is looking out for curious minds and I am sure
this batch of talented and capable enthusiasts will achieve success in all spheres. I wish
them good luck for future endeavours. I hope your experience at VIPS contributes
towards your professional growth and help you face challenges ahead. VIPS hopes a
shining future for its rising stars.

Mr Krishan Aggarwal
Vice Chairman, VIPS

As you prepare to enter the world of media and communication, I wish to share that
your association with the Institute shall continue forever. Life shall bring priceless
opportunities and your learning at VIPS will prepare you for them. I pray for the well
being of you and your loved ones. Deep commitment, sincerity and continuous efforts
will shape the future for you. Good Luck!

Mr Ajay Bindal
Vice Chairman, VIPS

I hope the lessons at VIPS have made you wiser and smarter. As you venture into the

professional world, I wish you carry profound self belief and the will to excel in all
future undertakings. It is a well known fact that life is not a straight road. Do not let
any obstacle dampen your spirits. Life comes with ups and downs. Stay motivated and
focussed to fulfil your dreams. Make sincere efforts and conquer your dreams. I wish
you all the best!

Mr Vineet Vats

Member of Management, VIPS

As another wonderful batch of youthful, energetic and creative students graduate, I
wish them good luck for a bright future. May you cherish the enriching experience at
VIPS and let it guide you through life. You deserve the best in this world and with your
talent and skills, I am certain that you shall achieve all your dreams at the soonest.
I wish you great luck and hope you experience success and happiness in life.

Prof. (Dr) IM Pandey
Director General, VIPS

It’s my great pleasure to extend warm wishes to the graduating batch. I hope you make
the requisite efforts to achieve all that you dream. The holistic learning at VIPS will always guide you. VIPS make generous efforts in preparing the students for the Industry
and I hope that you accept all challenges and overcome all obstacles. Good Luck!

Prof. Sidharth Mishra
Chairperson, VSJMC

The time has come to say farewell and all I can say is fare you well in the times to come.
As you move out from the portals of VIPS, the time you spent here would stand you in
good stead. Be fair and brave as you face challenges which the life outside would pose
to you. May God be with you in all your endeavours.

Prof. (Dr) Shilpa Khatri Babbar

Director Academics and Students’ Welfare, VIPS

As you are entering the professional world, I wish you good luck for the challenges in

your way. Do not let any obstacle stop you from moving forward. Conquer your dreams
and keep your motivations high. Do not downgrade your dream just to fit your reality,
upgrade your conviction to match your destiny.

Prof. (Dr) Anuradha Jain
Director Coordination, VIPS

I wish the students all the best for their future endeavours. May your experience at

VIPS add up to your personality and help you polish your skills as well. I wish you walk
on the path of success and make your name shine bright in the industry.

Prof. (Dr) Charu Lata Singh
Dean, VSJMC

It is true that experience is one of life’s best teachers. I hope that your experiences at

VIPS have taught you the best lessons and will help you in the challenges you face in
future. Life is your journey, Goals are your destination and Hard Work is your set of
wheels. I wish you best of luck for your future journeys. May you fulfil all your dreams
and be successful in whatever you do.

Message from the Faculty Members
Mr Abhinav Arohi
Assistant Professor

Though I am not physically present with you all on your farewell but my blessings are always
with you. Each and every one of you is a part of this institute and will always remain.You will
certainly be missed. All the best for your future.

Dr Amit Channa

Associate Professor

Each one of you might not get a title today, but each one of you is a winner. You only have to
compete with yourself. Every day, strive to be the best version of yourself and live your life
to the fullest. Because time will pass just as quickly as it did in last three years. Never give up
and always strive for better. Much love. All the best.

Dr Aneela Tahilramani
Assistant Professor

As this session comes to an end and yet another batch of my students get ready to face the
world, it is my utmost pride and pleasure to have been able to be a part of your journey. VIPS
is extremely proud of you, Lots of Love and blessings!

Dr Ankit Sharma
Assistant Professor

This is not an end, this is where it all will begin and all your hard work during these three
years will help you in future too. I hope the best for you all, as you deserve the best. God Bless!

Dr Anjani Kumar Jha

Associate Professor

It is important to have a clear perspective about your goals in life. As you leave the comforts
of your Alma Matar, I wish you good health, success and happiness. May all your dreams
come true and hope you scale great hieghts.

Dr Anuradha Mishra
Assistant Professor

As Dr. APJ Kalam said, dreams are the ones that do not let you sleep. It’s time for you to chase
your dreams and this farewell takes you closer to it. Moving forward however, does not mean
losing connect with your Alma Mater. Our blessings will always be with you.

Ms Akansha Jain
Assistant Professor

As you begin to write a new chapter in your life, I wish you good luck. No matter how
challenging the circumstances are, never give up and always believe in your self. Keep
shining!

Ms Ashima Singh

Assistant Professor

Only a teacher can understand the bittersweet feeling when the students are finally ready
to go into the real world and there is nothing more rewarding for me than having the
opportunity to watch all of you learn and grow over the last three years. I wish a bright
future for each of you.

Mr Ashish Verma
Assistant Professor

A last piece of advice for the charming young minds, Never give up! Keep your thoughts and
your mind on the set goal. One of the secrets of success is to refuse to let temporary setbacks
defeat you. All the best for your future.

Dr Baninder Rahi
Assistant Professor

Dolly Parton once said, “Find out who you are, and do it on purpose.” Dear students, I am
sure that you will be able to find your purpose and knowledge, perseverence and dedication
will help you achieve all your goals.Every goodbye is a step closer to your goal. Learn from
your mistakes, it’s how you find yourselves, and your place in this world.

Ms Bhavya Katyal

Assistant Professor

I haven’t had the chance to interact with most of you, but I see you tossing in and out of the
staff room and corridors with those sparkly eyes. Hope that sparkle never dies. All the best
for your future.

Ms Bhumika Chandola
Assistant Professor

As you are ready to embrace new opportunities, learn and grow, I wish you emerge
stronger with each step. You have targets to achieve and lessons to learn. Never forget what
this institution has given you and what you have given it back. You will be fondly remembered
and I wish you all the best for your future.

Dr Bidyarani Asem
Assistant Professor

Leaving a place means entering somewhere else. The hard work and knowledge that you have
gained here will help you in making the right choice for yourself. Be confident about your
choices and trust yourself. All the best

Mr Charu Chandra Pathak

Assistant Professor

They say a teacher can impact a hundred lives but honestly each one of you have impacted
our lives. On one hand, we have taught you but on the other, we have learnt and evolved with
you every day. Your presence (and absenteeism) will be missed, but life must move on. You
have to impact a lot more lives and I wish you the best for that.

Dr Chetna Bhatia
Assistant Professor

First step. It’s all you ever need, irrespective of what you do. Always have the courage to
pursue what you believe in. And never back down. All the best.

Ms Debarati Dhar
Assistant Professor

Farewell is not the end; it is the beginning for something new. Seeing all of you grow and
improve is one of the best part of being your teacher. I wish a great future for everyone. All
the best.

Dr Kiran Walia

Assistant Professor

As rightly said by Isaac Asimov, “Never let your sense of morals prevent you from doing
what is right,” remember it when you have to take tough calls. I believe all of you are mature
individuals who are capable of making the right decisions. Wish you all the best.

Dr Manoj Kumar Singh
Associate Professor

I want you all to remember one thing always, you are not defined by your failures, you are
empowered by them. Never hesitate to take new steps. All the very best.

Ms Mona Gupta
Assistant Professor

Students are always a tecaher’s biggest inspiration and motivation. You all have not only
managed to inspire me but have built a special place in my heart and I would like to take this
opportunity to wish you all the success in the world.

Ms Mrinalini Mehra
Assistant Professor

I want you all to wish much happiness and joy, as you are going to begin a new chapter in your
life. Always believe in yourself no matter what and I wish you all the very best for your future.

Ms Neha Pande

Assistant Professor

As you spread your wings to fly high, I can only say; follow your heart and chase your dreams!
I hope your spirits are never damped, your wings are never chained and your voice is never
trapped. I wish you have the courage to face the obstacles, strength to overcome them and
the power to emerge victorious. Never settle for less because you have the sky above and
ocean underneath. Good Luck!

Dr Praveen Kumar Singh
Assistant Professor

I did not spend much time with you all but from this short interaction, I can tell that you all
have a bright future ahead. Keep working hard and never give up on your dreams. All the
best!

Ms Priyam Ghosh
Assistant Professor

You have given immense love and affection, I will miss the intense filmy conversations and
talks about various subjects and life in general. Above all, I would miss your bright faces,
which used to lighten up my day. Best of luck with your life ahead. Keep dreaming.

Dr Ramesh Kumar Sharma

Associate Professor

The relationship of teachers and students is a shared journey, where we learn from each
other. And learning together reflects that we are making a great progress. I am sure that all
you talented students will make us proud.

Dr Ravi Chaturvedi

Assistant Professor

Always remember that great things begin with small actions. As Mother Teresa said “we can
do no great things, but small things with great love”. Never force yourself to do what you do
not want to. Always work for your happiness not for the sake of it. I wish you the best for
your future.

Mr Sahil Koul

Assistant Professor

Do not feel sad because you are different from the others. Remember, the one thing that all
successful people have in common is that they were different from everyone around them.
Embrace your personality and unchain your inner strength. I believe all of you have the
potential to reach new heights. All the very best for your future.

Ms Saloni Bhardwaj
Assistant Professor

Today, you are not just bidding adieu to an institution, you are beginning a new journey, full
of struggles and excitement. You will remember the time you spent here, making mistakes
and many memories. It is your farewell, but we assure you that we will always be here to guide
and support you.

Dr Sunil K Mishra
Assistant Professor

There is nothing you cannot do if you really want to. We live more with the awareness of our
limitations than our potential. Always remember that you all are capable of anything you set
your minds to. Wish you all the very best for your future.

Ms Tahzeeb Fatma
Assistant Professor

It has been wonderful, teaching a batch like yours. May the skills and knowledge you have
gained and developed help you and find your place in this world. Your contribution to this
institution will always be appreciated.

Dr Vaishali Kathuria Billa
Associate Professor

As Eric Thomas claims “when you want to succeed as badly as you want to breath, then
you’ll be successful” and I believe that each one of you has this spirit and potential. You all
are capable of creating history and I will always be there for you, whenever you need me.
Good Luck and God Bless!

Message from Second Year Students

“The journey doesn’t start at the beginning, it begins form the end.”
Dear Seniors,

Though we are sad to bid you farewell, at the same time thrilled for you entering this
new phase of your life and for the industry as it receives yet another set of young creative enthusiasts. We’ll never truly realize how fast college goes by until we ourselves
become seniors and it’s been such a great journey working, laughing and creating
memories. You will be missed when we take our breaks, in our coffee sessions and
when we come together to make college events successful.The canteens, the lawns
ad corridors would not be the same as another batch of our mates leave it rich with
their memories, experiences and love.Heartfelt wishes as we hope that you find the
same happiness and beauty you, are leaving here with.

We wish you all the luck!

Message from First Year Students

Dear Super Seniors,

It’s true that we haven’t known you all for too long. Given, our arrival is a step closer for you
to become super seniors and soon bid us all a sweet yet sour goodbye. But the memories this
college has given us and the time we have spent creating those memories together will always hold
a special place in our hearts. For any fresher, college would have been a nerve racking experience;
entering a whole different world where the only support one can have is their own self. But with
all of your constant reassurance and a hand on our backs, we knew we weren’t alone. It was never
a hassle to come interact with any one of you. To learn and to get a direction from. You shared
your light with us and we promise to carry it further. For every ice breaking moment we had with
our super seniors that helped us gain a foothold in this esteemed university, we are truly thankful.
As you leave this little happy place we call our own now, we wish you all the luck and light. We
pray mountains of success and happiness for each and everyone of you; we hope you remember
that there are your juniors, waiting to see you shine. And in future when our paths cross

again, there will be a big smile on our faces and warmth in our hearts for all the time
we have spent learning and laughing at this happy home of ours we call VIPS.

Titles
Aastha Sethi

Your sincerity and dedication have always been motivating.
Contact: 9205162155

Email: sethi0252@gmail.com

Aatur Sharma
Your fun personality and love for cinematography has never failed to
impress us.
Contact: 8802925240

Email: aats997@gmail.com

Abhimanyu Banerji
We hope your passion for photography leads you towards your purpose
in life.
Contact: 9958024488

Email: abhimanyubanerji19@gmail.com

Abhimanyu Kharb
We hope you never lose the film geek in you.
Contact: 8586097027

Email: abhi03101995@gmail.com

Abhishek Singh
We hope you dedicate yourself to your future endeavours like you do
with your body.
Contact: 8826502250

Email: sabhyshek@gmail.com

Achintya Dixit
Your creative and expressive self is something we all love. Hope you
touch new heights with the passion you have for visualizing.
Contact: 09760423922

Email: achintyadixit3@gmail.com

Aditya Ahuja
Hits like Sachin and loves like Shahrukh, a bliss to be around.
Contact: 9811255299

Email: dahuja63@gmail.com

Aditya Chaudhary
Good looks and good with books.
Contact: 9999967643

Email: aditya51chaudhary@gmail.com

Aditya Sharma
Always jolly and full of life. Your contagious energy is hard to miss.
Contact: 8810458104

Email: adi18now@gmail.com

Aditya Srinivasan
We hope you keep your passion for food and photography alive.
Contact: 9650518164

Email: adityaSingh2k15@gmail.com

Akash Chambyal
Passionate and persistent. We hope you find your place in this world.
Contact: 7780914731

Email: acash239@gmail.com

Akriti Arora
Your exquisite personality and your brains are a match made in heaven.
Contact: 8860093640

Email: arora-akritiarora0702@gmail.com

Aman Nim
Your lively and helpful attitude has always inspired us.
Contact: 9871792885

Email: amannim97@gmail.com

Amanpreet Kaur Kalsi
Always be the queen that you are.
Contact: 08826858559

Email: iamanpreetkaurkalsi@gmail.com

Amitesh Gautam
You know your way around words and films both.
Contact: 9971798191

Email: amitesh21gautam@gmail.com

Amresh Kumar
Your dynamic drive makes us envious. We hope your helping hand
always extends towards poor souls like us.
Contact: 7838716356

Email: amreshkumar814.ak@gmail.com

Aniket Soni
Films run in your blood and we hope that you never bleed out.
Contact: 8860772460

Email: aniketsoni2014@gmail.com

Anmol Singh Gulati
Your kind and caring attitude is a blessing for all those around you. May
you achieve all the life goals you post on your Instagram stories!
Contact: 9560104357

Email: anmolsinghgulati@gmail.com

Anshika Arya
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication and you are the epitome of
simplicity.
Contact: 9971766342

Email: anshika9717@gmail.com

Anshumoy Mukherjee
Your sweet and friendly nature will be missed by us!
Contact: 9654778515

Email: anshumoy.Mukherjee@gmail.com

Anubha Mathur
It’s easy for you to crack the exams but its not easy for us to crack you,
stay a mystery.
Contact: 9650007362

Email: anubhamathur12@gmail.com

Anubhav Singh
Your passion for photography and filming will take you places. Keep
hustling!
Contact: 9958784627

Email: Jerry10as@gmail.com

Apoorva Gauba
Your moves on the floor and in life, both are as beautiful as you are.
Contact: 8920806419

Email: apoorva97g@gmail.com

Arpitha Ajith
Your stride to give back to the society depicts how wonderful you are.
Contact: 9971489903

Email: arpithaarpi228@gmail.com

Ashi Gupta
Never lose the sweet and positive attitude!
Contact: 7678616188

Email: ashigupta0406@gmail.com

Ashish Kumar
You have a lot of potential,wish you all the success.
Contact: 8802888012

Ayush Bhuttan
We hope your striker skills are as good for the world as they are on the
field.
Contact: 8826856263

Email: ayushnmfc@gmail.com

Chahat Lal
Your sweet disposition makes you a lovely person to talk to.
Contact: 9205977967

Email: Lalchahat@gmail.com

Chhavi Goel
Smart, friendly and independent individuals like you are hard to come
by.
Contact: 8178871124

Email: goelchhavi.29@gmail.com

Deeksha Khatri
Hope you are able to do wonders with your creative mind!
Contact: 9811311317

Email: khatri.deeksha1997@gmail.com

Deepak
Someone who is easy to talk to, we wish you achieve your goals.
Contact: 9871431186

Email: cooldeepak002@gmail.com

Deyanshu Mittal
You are the friend everybody needs in their life.
Contact: 8376881183

Email: mdevanshu51@gmail.com

Devesh Chopra
We hope that Mantoniyat stays alive in your soul forever.
Contact: 9953924865

Email: chopradivesh97@gmail.com

Dharna
Affable and sweet. We wish you the best!
Contact: 9650676526

Email: dharnakangwan123@gmail.com

Dhruv Mehta
Enthusiastic and outgoing people like you are a bliss to be around!
Contact: 9899972642

Email: dhruuvmeehtaa@gmail.com

Bhaskar Raj
We hope your determination never falters and you make a grand life for
yourself!
Contact: 9990863929

Email: bhaskarraj1997@gmail.com

Bhavjot Singh Sidhu
Always a delight, your company is never boring!
Contact: 9650152962

Email: wansh.singh@gmail.com

Divisha Jain
Looking forward to the day when we see your name as one of the
biggest names in the art industry. Super proud!
Contact: 9999712923

Email: divisha8991@gmail.com

Drishti Dewan
We only know 0.2% of how crazy you are, stay woke!
Contact: 9667646618

Email: drishtidewan97@gmail.com

Echha Jain
Never lose the inquisitiveness in you.
Contact: 7678649735

Email: jain.echha17@gmail.com

Ektaa Kaur Bhusari
We hope the floods in Gurgaon don’t meddle with your aesthetic
photography.
Contact: 8860598800

Email: ektaa.bhusari@gmail.com

Garima Gupta
Your happy go lucky attitude and your knack for spreading smiles will
take you a long way.
Contact: 9811714661

Email: garima1197@gmail.com

Garima Kalra
They say we all have a child hidden inside of us, you know how to balance the
child and adult which is a quality that only a few possess. Keep going!
Contact: 9582619136

Email: garimak1997@gmail.com

Himanshi
Talented and gorgeous on equal levels. All the best!
Contact: 9971038860

Email: himmipal@gmail.com

Himanshi Sharma
Dynamic and gregarious, never lose your happy spirit!
Contact: 8375893190

Email: sharmahimanshi20@gmail.com

Ipsa Jaiswal
Books dispense knowledge, you dispense books.
Contact: 8826886048

Email: ipsajaiswal@gmail.com

Ishita Jain
Some people are artistic, some are academically talented, you are both.
Contact: 9650165867

Email: ijain3698@gmail.com

Jagriti
Hardworking and creative. Lethal combination!
Contact: 9643722442

Email: Jaggu7572@gmail.com

Jatin
Radiating positive energy since forever! Always be the optimist that you
are.
Contact: 9911139356

Email: kumarjatin1225@gmail.com

Jatin Beniwal
The fitness industry needs more talented and dedicated people like you,
keep working hard.
Contact: 9599000049

Email: jatinbeniwal3698@gmail.com

Jayaditya Vashistha
Affable and agreeable. Your friends are lucky to have someone like you.
Contact: 9716814568

Email: jayaditya2@gmail.com

Kajol
It was wonderful to know an amiable person like you!
Contact: 8800783283

Email: kjolsingh@gmail.com

Kanhav Boliwal
Creative rebels like you are hard to find. Never lose your spark.
Contact: 9953012296

Email: kanhav4@gmail.com

Kashish Dhawan
You very well understand that hardwork is the key to success. Your
charming personality makes you our favourite.
Contact: 07011303579

Email: kashish.dhawan98@gmail.com

Kathamitra Ray Krishnan
“Without music, life would be a mistake”, who understands it better than
you? Always be the cheerful girl, that you are!
Contact: 9599241557

Email: kathamrita.rk@gmail.com

Khyati Narang
Your intellect and tastefulness make you stand out from the crowd. We
are extremely lucky to know someone like you.
Contact: 9711767987

Email: zeenarang@gmail.com

Kritika Malik
We would like to call you lady Stark but we believe lady Malik suits you
better.
Contact: 7982588537

Email: kritika.malik98@gmail.com

Kunal Taluja
Your company is always a delight, the friend we all need in our lives!
Contact: 7291855015

Email: kunaltaluja.k@gmail.com

Kushagra Srivastava
Your comic timing is exceptional, wish you could have entertained us
more.
Contact: 8383089687

Email: ks141297@gmail.com

Kushal Garg
Your affectionate, warm and friendly nature is a blessing for your
friends.
Contact: 9555666753

Email: garg.kushal0113@gmail.com

Kushal Kumar Jha
A sports enthusiast and an anchor.

Lakshaya Gandhi
An epitome of focus and example of hard work.
Contact: 9871025760

Email: lgshiva@gmail.com

Madhav Nalin Johri
Your panoramic vison of the world has given us something to look up
to.
Contact: 8527703849

Email: mj221096@gmail.com

Mahika Verma
Your up-to-the mark fashion sense always made our heads turn.
Contact: 9811748278

Mahima Raukhar
Stay the optimistic kid, you are!
Contact: 9654081710

Email: mahimaroukhar12@gmail.com

Mansi Mahindru
That vibrant personality and that contagious smile is the light of our day.
Contact: 7838323565

Mansi Negi
The world needs more soft-spoken people like you.
Contact: 8860366276

Mehak Bhalla
Your wise words and beautiful heart makes you a unique soul.
Contact: 8130767677

Email: mbmehak1998@gmail.com

Mehul Singh
A passionate dancer with a golden heart.
Contact: 7042433319

Email: mehulsingh163@gmail.com

Mohak Arora
Thank you for entertaining us with all your gigs, we surely have ‘no’
doubt about that.
Contact: 8860217206

Email: mohakarora2798@gmail.com

Mohammad Abu Bakr
A poet and a leader, hold on tight, the world has a lot to offer you!
Contact: 7838037184

Mohit Tewari
We wish you a life as aesthetic as your photography.
Contact: 9873934955

Email: bakrabu007@gmail.com

Mrigaya Dham
You’ll touch the sky with your enthusiasm and zen.
Contact: 9818286288

Mukund Khandelwal
Unbelievable is what you call yourself and unbelievable would be your
journey, beautifully captured by us in our hearts.
Contact: 7737226970

Email: mukundkh1@gmail.com

Nehal Hardat
Wish you a life as colourful as your designs.
Contact: 8800260774

Niharika Nanda
Your poetry and your beautiful smile has always given us good vibes.
Contact: 9899648505

Email: nandaniharika98@gmail.com

Nipun Davar
Your simplicity in your nature is totally in contrast to what you do with
your designs, all the best for the future endeavours.
Contact: 7838247323

Email: daljeetdawar1997@gmail.com

Pakhi Munjal
Your style is as eye-catching as your energy.
Contact: 9718142153

Email: pakhimunjal@gmail.com

Pallav Mishra
Your words are stronger than a sword and thought deeper the sea.
Contact: 7676696866

Pallavi Chawla
Skills of a star, smile of a child.
Contact: 8800312374

Email: Pallavichawla19@gmail.com

Paras Sanjay Hemrajani
You are a mystery, we know for sure you’ll make history.
Contact: 8285361136

Email: paras.hem98@gmail.com

Parminder Singh
You’re friendly and always there to help your friends out.
Contact: 9818782323

Poshak Dua
Your unique talent and intense personality has always made you stand
out from others.
Contact: 9990317298

Email: poshakdua@gmail.com

Prabjot Singh Gambhir
Always spreading happiness and laughter, never stop being the
incredible human that you are. The college is going to miss it’s “Rapunzel”.
Contact: 9810198130

Email: prabhjot.gambhir@gmail.com

Pragati Verma
You’re one of a kind and so original. We’re sure you’ll make a difference
in this world with your individuality.
Contact: 8800860700

Pragya Bhardwaj
Hope you impact people’s lives one day through your content.
Contact: 9654962235

Email: Constancepragya@gmail.com

Pranav Anand
Your fun personality and amicability makes you fun to hang out with.
Contact: 9871798197

Email: anandpranav2@gmail.com

Prashant Mual
Your wonderful story-telling skills would take you places.
Contact: 9582145203

Email: bunny151196@gmail.com

Prashanti Tyagi
Never stop being the confident soul that you are.
Contact: 8860714803

Email: prashantit98@gmail.com

Pratham Bhola
Bike enthusiast and a traveller, we wish you get to explore the world and
live your dreams.
Contact: 8010928422

Email: Prathambhola1@gmail.com

Priyam Mudgal
Your down-to-earth attitude and sweet personality makes you so
special.
Contact: 8588071546

Priyanka Gusain
A forthcoming and friendly individual.
Contact: 8447037071

Email: priyammudgal07@gmail.com

Pushpak Gogia
Compassionate and always there for your buddies, keep that passion for
bikes always kicking!
Contact: 9013801493

Rachin Deshwal
A photographer and orator full of confidence, we have seen you grow
into your best self
Contact: 9650993615

Email: rachin98deshwal@gmail.com

Radha Berry
You define the “rad” in your name. Your excellent skills in
communication will make you very successful.
Contact: 9873385646

Rahul Allawadhi
Affable and efficient.
Contact: 9953010441

Email: rahulallawadhi99530@gmail.com

Rimple Darra
Your strong opinion and sense of righteousness makes you someone
worth knowing and working with.
Contact: 9873894331

Email: rimpledarra@gmail.com

Rishabh Bist
The world needs more compassionate people like you.
Contact: 8510844108

Rishabh Jain
Your enthusiastic attitude for life is so inspiring.
Contact: 9811186187

Email: rishabh.me98@gmail.com

Rishi Grover
The boy with the voice that soothes the soul, so full of talent. Even sky is
no limit for you.
Contact: 8527575347

Email: rgvideos3@gmail.com

Riya Dhamija
You have a way with words and our hearts. With so much to say to this world with
such strong speaking skills, you will definitely rule wherever you choose to go.
Contact: 8800841732
Email: susheeldhamija4@gmail.com

Ruchi Lata Pandey
With your amiable nature and good oration skills, you will surely make
a place for yourself in the industry.
Contact: 9057947119

Ruchi Singh
Your words are as beautiful as the future ahead of you.
Contact: 7836836908

Email: ruchisingh1880@gmail.com

Ruchika Sen
Keep alive the art and soul in you.
Contact: 9990073292

Email: shuvra_sen@yahoo.com

Rupakshi Bhatia
Your sharp eye and attention to detail will take you far.
Contact: 8826365072

Email: rupakshibhatia7@yahoo.com

Sahil Nagia
Your eye for beauty and your instinct for when to capture it, is
astounding.
Contact:

Email:

Rupal Trehan
Your words have more power than you know.
Contact: 9873335156

Email: rupaltrehan9997@gmail.com

Sadhna Ahirwar
Your proficiency and passion are your two best tools.
Contact: 9650191542

Email: sadhnaahirwar25@gmail.com

Saksham Bhatnagar
Our future Lieutenant Saksham Bhatnagar! Our hopes and prayers are
with you. We know you’ll make us proud!
Contact: 9999506225

Email:

Sanjog Agarwal
You have understood and leveraged the power of the spoken word.
Contact: 9650408260

Email: agarwalsanjog1998@gmail.com

Sanjoli Malhotra
Stay the story teller you are!
Contact: 9810065414

Email:

Satbhan Singh
Keep your energy high, and that amazing skillset at work, and you’ll go
places beyond any of our imagination.
Contact: 8920105135

Email: Satbhan8910@gmail.com

Shachi Kundra
Your constant thirst for knowledge is commendable.
Contact: 9811201654

Email: shachikundra@gmailcom

Shaurya Bedi
We hope to see you on television someday.
Contact: 9654382001

Email: shauryabedi@yahoo.com

Shiva Shami
Your camera and your creativity will take you far.
Contact: 9821254916

Email: shiva.shami1607@gmail.com

Shivika Bhandari
Your sense of style and confidence are as radiant as your future.
Contact: 9654990514

Email: shivubhandari18@gmail.com

Shivika Jain
The most sprightly and vivacious girl of VIPS.
Contact: 9599165688

Email: shivikajain41@gmail.com

Shreya Agarwal
Thoughtful, diligent and friendly.
Contact: 9910067296

Email: Shreyaagarwal0708@gmail.com

Shreya Chawla
Your designs and your words are the ultimate fighter combo.
Contact: 9971152663

Email: shreyachawla1212@gmail.com

Siddharth Choudhary
Quick witted and full of original ideas. We’re living for that sense of
humour.
Contact: 9911967006

Email: sid8498@gmail.com

Siddharth Madan
“To travel is to live”, nobody understands this better than you. Keep
reaching new heights.
Contact: 8587077221

Email: siddharthmadan650@gmail.com

Siddharth Chakravarty
Your eye to find composition in mundane frames makes you a great
photographer, hope your journey is filled with happiness.
Contact: 7541004853

Simran Jain
Your amicability and zeal to work hard is an impressive combination.
Contact: 9582103177

Smriti Arora
The world needs more hardworking and sincere people like you.
Contact: 9849452666

Somal Puri
Your keen eye for all things artsy and love for films is a precious quality.
Contact: 9899485861

Soumya Jain
3 words- Fiery, fierce and feisty.
Contact: 9811662956

Email: joshisoumya330@gmail.com

Srishti Garg
We hope you ace in all the dynamics in life.
Contact: 9560488663

Email: gargsrish1997@gmail.com

Suhasini Khattar
Full of talent, emotion and confidence, sky is the limit for you.
Contact: 9717595642

Tamanna Kumar
You work hard and you are kind, what else can one ask for?
Contact: 9278020368

Email: tanumailkumar@rediffmail.com

Tanya Jain
When you make up your mind about something, nothing stands in your
way.
Contact: 9810867829

Ujjwal Tiwari
May you always spread happiness through your passion for films
wherever you go.
Contact: 9873872688

Vaibhav Ailawadi
One of the finest orators of our college, you are also the tasteful,
kind-hearted artist we need in our lives.
Contact: 9873440037

Email: vaibhav.ailawadi@yahoo.co.in

Vanshaj Arora
Keep capturing moments as you captured our hearts with your kind
attitude.
Contact: 9899284845

Email: vanshaj.arora1234@gmail.com

Vikram
As talented and zealous as you are, we wish that you make your life as
you vision it.
Contact: 9873385287

Vikram Singh Rathore
With a strong vision for photography, we hope you find your place in
this world just as you did in this college.
Contact: 9716502237

Vinayak
Your voice has the power to have an impact on people and the world.
Contact: 9999390918

Email: vinayakazadishere@gmail.com

Vineet Kumar
You are the living proof of do it with passion or not at all.
Contact: 8130668732

Email: vineet.kumar.sniper@gmail.com

Vishwas Rana
Your happy go lucky nature will always be our favourite.
Contact: 9818375507

Email: vishwasbjmc@gmail.com

Vrinda Aggarwal
We wish that you change this world a bit through your passion for
writing.
Contact: 9910330950

Email: vrindaaggarwal98@gmail.com

Yamini Gaur
Gorgeous and strong-headed. May your journey be full of kind
surprises.
Contact: 9718755021

Yashjit Singh
Your enthusiasm for food and travelling is as enduring as you are.
Contact: 9958183787

Vikky Joshi
A compassionate human being with an exceptional talent in football.
We wish you all the best!
Contact:

Aarushi Harjai
May you keep working hard and make us proud the way you always
have.
Contact: 9899664740

Aashi Gupta
You are proof of how simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.
Contact: 9811114700

Email: aashigpt1108@gmail.com

Aashna Kapoor
Your trendsetting skills combined with your zeal and spark has been
ever so inspiring.
Contact: 8920471274

Bhavika Marwaha
Your beauty and magnetic personality makes you stand out in the
crowd.
Contact: 9910388746

Hitansh Khatri
Hope you translate your energy into living the life of your dreams.
Contact: 9891892977

Ishita Gupta
You are the epitome of decency.
Contact: 9899971168

Email: ishitagupta13@gmail.com

Mehak Joshi
Your bold and strong attitude will take you places.
Contact: 9871720337

Email: mehakjoshi.mj@gmail.com

Misha Bhatia
Your charming personality and fashion sense has never failed to
impress.
Contact: 9654031254

Email: mishabhatia13@gmail.com

Nishtha Dhingra
When people like you enter our lives, everything becomes a little better.
Contact: 9560068135

Pragya Kedia
Your clarity and focus in life makes us envious.
Contact:

Email: nisthadhingra0121@gmail.com

Prerna Kochhar
Highlighter and personality always on point.
Contact: 9871115404

Email: kochharprerna1@gmail.com

Reema Bansal
Sweet and determined, keep moving ahead.
Contact: 9810726044

Riya Gupta
Your positivity with yourself, your writing and your photography is
inspiring.
Contact: 9990680569

Shivani Matta
A robust and a good-hearted individual. We wish you all the success.
Contact: 9311830965

Shradha Wadhwa
Stoic and ambitious, pursue your goals relentlessly.
Contact: 9910079398

Email: shradhawadhwa@ymail.com

Tanya Gupta
Vivacious and versatile. Your drive to make something out of your life is
so encouraging.
Contact: 9810258446

Email: guptatanya1234@gmail.com

Utkarsha Ahuja
The floor is your canvas and you are the brush. Keep creating art.
Contact: 8860052930

Vishnu Chhabra
Your animated self and woke sense of responsibility keeps you in our
favourites.
Contact: 9971213498

Email: vishnuchhabra.99@gmail.com

Rishabh Dua
Your enthusiasm for life and contagious energy is encouraging and
motivating. Keep the ‘shayar’ in you alive always.
Contact: 8373939862

Ayushi Anand
We hope you keep impressing us with your speaking and writing skills.
Contact: 9811900215

Email: anand.ayushi401@gmail.com

Mridul Sharma
We love your polite and jovial nature.
Contact: 9999477509

Email: mridulsharma627@gmail.com

Gagan Saluja
Your love to keep the body and the mind fit and healthy is motivating.
Contact: 9953934595

Navya Pasricha
Your easy going attitude and amicability makes you a fun person to be
around.
Contact: 8860046006

Tanisha Sethi
Sincerity and success go hand in hand and nobody knows it better than
you.
Contact: 9811862282

Email: tanishaps@gmail.com

Tanya Juneja
Your aesthetic vibe is something we all need in life.
Contact: 9211829050

Email: tanyatani11.tj@gmail.com

Shubhangi Trehan
Creative and exceptionally talented, it has been wonderful knowing you.
Contact: 9953959295

Shubham Rawat
A creative eye and unfaltering optimism , we wish you the best!
Contact: 9650180497

Shrey Chhibber
The perfect combination of quirkiness mixed with intellect.
Contact: 9810276263

Email: chhibbershreyawe7@gmail.com

Smridhi Sablok
Gregarious and polite, you are a wonderful individual.
Contact: 9871122040

Email: simransablok900@gmail.com

Rejoys John
Your uncomplicated self is one liked by all.
Contact: 9891903633

Email: rejoysjhon99@gmail.com

Kulsum Mendiratta
Honesty and punctuality are what best define you.
Contact: 8447311267

Email:

Ayaz Zargham
We like your writing and researching skills almost as much as we like
your name.
Contact: 9891246729

Email: ayaz.zargham97@gmail.com

Parth Aggarwal
Sincere and straightforward. We wish you all the success!
Contact: 9911042125

Email: parthaggarwal@ymail.com

Akanksha Lambha
Your voice is as stunning as your personality.
Contact: 8527531468

Email: akankshalamba112009@gmail.com

Komal Goel
Beautiful inside and out, may your future be filled with light and
positive energy.
Contact: 7011942568

Email: kgoel2605@gmail.com

Anmol Jain
As much as you love mountains and treks, we hope you keep climbing
higher!
Contact: 9211236233

Email: anmol.jain12.aj@gmail.com

Shivangi Malhotra
Your charismatic presence is something we will all miss in campus.
Contact:

Email: malhotrashivangi81@gmail.com

Ashutosh Arora
Never lose your original and versatile personality.
Contact: 9958947015

Email:

Aakriti Bansal
Polite, kind and generous. These will take you forward in whatever work
you pursue.
Contact: 9650377966

Email: aakritib359@gmail.com

Aayushi Sharma
Your style and your personality are as cool as you are.
Contact: 8527092052

Email: acosmicwords65@gmail.com

Akansha Gupta
With a smile so bright, you sure lighten up everyone’s day you meet in
the corridor of life.
Contact: 9868599808

Email: akanshagupta98@gmail.com

Akansha Verma
Sing your way through life with positivity!
Contact: 9560317502

Email: aaisha_verma@ymail.com

Alisha Qayyum
Focus and ambition. You have a ticket to success. With relentless hard
work, the world will be yours.
Contact: 9654768610

Email: alishaqayyum@gmail.com

Aman Harsh
The way you conduct yourself with that confidence and dignity is
praiseworthy.
Contact: 8448072525

Email: amanhrsh@hmail.com

Aman Setia
Your hard work will take you places. May you never stop SEEKING your
dreams.
Contact: 8527564638

Email: amansetia26@gmail.com

Ameed Khan
May the craziness in you never fade away, your versatility and sense of
style will make us miss you. Never settle.
Contact: 9458808358

Email: ameedkhalifa21@gmail.com

Ankita Singh
Your style, intelligence and the charm you carry will light your way to
success!
Contact: 7294898581

Email: vartikarocks4@gmail.com

Anuj Pal Singh
You have a great potential. Take your wings and fly!
Contact: 9871362442

Email: anuj_pal_singh@yahoo.in

Anushree Acharya
Sweet and sugar and everyone’s favourite with a creative mind, the
perfect combo.
Contact: 9711126824

Email: anu27acharya@gmail.com

Arun Kumar
The attitude you conduct yourself with is commendable.
Contact: 8860377735

Email: arun_0211@yaho.com

Arunima Sethi
Your caring nature and the positive light will keep your path forever
bright!
Contact: 9654277656

Email: arunimasethi97@gmail.com

Ashima Khanna
TikTok on the clock, even with unmatched fame you still happen to the
most down to earth person but your craziness is unmatched!
Contact: 9910393816

Email: ashikhanna36@gmail.com

Aveek Banerjee
You’re as sharp as you’re tall! Curiosity is a virtue and you have it to the
full.
Contact: 9868869066

Email: aveekprobanerjee.2712@gmail.com

Chhavi Bansal
A friendly face always spreading smiles and warmth!
Contact: 8447941817

Email: bansal.chhavi24@gmail.com

Daksh Chaudhary
You are always the first person to stand up for your mates and define
friendship in its true sense
Contact: 8826973664

Email: dakshchaudhary00@gmail.com

Deepak Jetly
You are polite, kind and generous. All the things to take you forward in
life. All the success and luck to you.
Contact: 9818377113

Deepshikha Jha
Your energy, friendliness and creativity inspires us all!
Contact: 9811857481

Email: vkjha66@gmail.com

Dhaerya Malhotra
Producing smiles around you just like producing your music. May you
get unmatched success.
Contact: 9717649643

Email: dhaeryamalhotra100@gmail.com

Divya Bhatia
Chatterbox. You chit chat and spread happiness.
Contact: 9654677707

Email: divdivuu@gamil.com

Diya Ghosh
Precisely correct and always up for debates.
Contact: 9971824053

Email: diya.ghosh98@gmail.com

Drishika Aggarwal
Sweet and no spice everything so nice.
Contact:9811882295

Email: drishika.ag01@gmail.com

Garima Beri
The sincerest of the lot poised with wisdom and that old world’s charm;
Never change, you will be missed!
Contact: 9899182807

Email: cutelibran13@gmail.com

Garima Grover
That smile will take you places but be there on time!
Contact: 9711355903

Email: garimagrover09@gmail.com

Gautam Yadav
Your smile made us smile; hope you never stop spreading smiles around
you forever!
Contact:8802830039

Email: yadavgautam07@gmail.com

Gladdy Mathew
Always glad to have you around, kick your problems away just like the
football in the ground. Mr. Footballer.
Contact: 9582144181

Email: gladdyrozario@gmail.com

Harshit Nagdev
Experiences define a person and you certainly have lots of good ones up
your sleeve!
Contact: 9910811051

Email: harshitnagdev@gmail.com

Himani Sharma
Sweet and a dedicated, always up for a challenge. Keep growing!
Contact:8826426928

Email: himanipalaksharma@gmail.com

Himanshi Goswami
Reserved personality but one of the sweetest souls to walk our corridors.
Contact: 8802296005

Email: himanshigoswami17@gmail.com

Himanshu Anand
Always calm and composed. You will be missed by your teachers just as
much as your friends!
Contact: 8447254094

Email: Himanshuanand@gmail.com

Hitanshu
Travel amounts to experience. So you must have loads of good ones!
Contact: 9599634171

Email: hitanshusoblahblah@gmail.com

Isha Sabharwal
Glitter in your eyes and passion in your heart shall light the bridges to
come.
Contact: 9810006833

Ishaan Minocha
Never stop being who you are no matter whatever it takes. The world
needs more caring & generous people like you.
Contact: 7838770678

Email: ishaan.minocha@gmail.com

Janeet Duggal
You’re highly imaginative & that’s an amazing quality. You can do
wonders.
Contact: 9990625184

Email: jasneetduggal58@gmail.com

Jatin Gosai
Your sense of aesthetic is unmatched and your love for cinema shall be
endless!
Contact: 9953987923

Email: jatingosai722@gmail.com

Kanika Dhingra
Bold and endearing. Never settle!
Contact: 9716660997

Email: kanika.dhingra1@yahoo.in

Kanishka Chaudhary
You’re creative, sentimental and spontaneous. Never lose these amazing
qualities.
Contact: 9899968828

Email: kanishkachoudharysweet16@gmail.com

Kartik Garg
Don’t ever let any obstacle lower your determination.
Contact: 9911747449

Email: trustkartik48@gmail.com

Keerat Singh
Never lose your enthusiasm. It’s a rare quality. Use your enthusiasm to
achieve heights.
Contact: 9560745558

Email: keeratthebest98@gmail.com

Kriti Rawat
The industry needs fast learners like you!
Contact: 9953005767

Email: kaytrawat@gmail.com

Kriti Shah
Literally a bubbly girl with cheeks like that and that fun outgoing
persona with a side of brains. You will be missed!
Contact: 9873031781

Email: kritishah500@gmail.com

Kshitiz Kumar
A talented and dedicated designer, you will be an asset to the industry
Contact: 8826606168

Email: kshitiz852@gmail.com

Mansi Sharma
An aesthetic mind with a high sense of fashion, we wish you all the
success.
Contact: 9811085924

Email: mansi.rs.sharma@gmail.com

Megha Bajaj
Creativity and amicability are your forte.
Contact: 9871880018

Email: meghabajaj1998@gmail.com

Mehak Narang
A combination of a disciplined and trustworthy individual with some
great skills in designing.
Contact: 8744996887

Email: mehaku1.mn@gmail.com

Mihir Sehgal
Your great communication skills and power to articulate and present
yourself effectively will take you places.
Contact: 9971807640

Email: mihirseh@icloud.com

Mohit Bhardwaj
We love your skills with the camera and the fact that you’re always there
for your friends.
Contact: 9810461397

Email: mohitbhardwaj1191997@gmail.com

Naman Khosla
An immensely talented individual, a strong character both on and off
the stage! We will miss you.
Contact: 9350002962

Email: namankhosla@gmail.com

Nandini Chakraborty
We love how sweet you are. Always be your best self!
Contact: 9717738320

Email: readytoomovenow@yahoo.com

Nandini Pal
Reliable and fun to hang out with, always be the tasteful individual that
you are!
Contact: 8795426807

Email: nandinipal88@gmail.com

Nigam Sharma
Perfect example of actions speak louder than words, but then you have a
way with words too!
Contact: 8979137233

Email: nigamsharma9227@gmail.com

Nikhil M N
Your style, creative mind and ambition are a key part of your being on
and off the stage.
Contact:9540470083

Email: nikhilmn97@gmail.com

Nikita Aggarwal
Quick witted and creative! We bet you know content generation like the
rhythm of your favourite song!
Contact: 9582998504

Email: NIKX1098.NA@GMAIL.COM

Nitish Kumar
We hope to see you making a name in television one day, both in front
of and behind the camera!
Contact: 9810662150

Email: ntkumar.kumar1@gmail.com

Shivam Kansal
You’re as good with the camera as you are with people. Keep hustling!

Nitya
You’re always learning new things and trying to better yourself, which is
awesome.
Contact: 8745858318

Email: nityasinghhh@gmail.com

Ojasvini Sondhi
An artistic soul that would continue to live and create.
Contact: 9868814580

Email: ojasvini.sondhi@gmail.com

Ojaswini Raheja
A curious girl with a desire to explore.
Contact:8447455437

Email: ojaswiniraheja@gmail.com

Piyush Khullar
A friend you’d be lucky to have.
Contact: 9810546525

Email: piyushkhullar1122@gmail.com

Poorva Joshi
A girl with a voice to long for.
Contact: 9452662570

Email: poorva4126@gmail.com

Prajnal Bisht
She who expresses and owns the stage.
Contact: 9953290819

Email: pranjal426bisht@gmail.com

Priyanka Hazarti
Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication and you are the epitome of
simplicity.
Contact: 8860269819

Email: priyankahazrati06@gmail.com

Puja Kumari
Sincere and hard-working, all the right traits for success.
Contact: 9430224289

Email:pkshukla0810@gmail.com

Raghav Jhamb
You make people laugh and are always spreading positivity. We will miss
you
Contact:9013164007

Email: jhambr@ymail.com

Rashee Mittal
With your resourceful nature and determined mind, you know how to
prioritize your responsibilities.
Contact: 8447185758

Email: rasheemi8ttal00@gmail.com

Rashi Vats
A million-dollar smile that steals hearts.
Contact: 9999599621

Email: rashivats25@gmail.com

Rattan Kohli
A coherent individual with fiery passion, you’re bound to touch heights.
Contact: 9999550477

Email: kohli.rattan@gmail.com

Ria Pruthi
An inquisitive girl with a desire to learn, never stop being curious.
Contact:9810017731

Email: RIAPRUTHI@GMAIL.COM

Sarthak Arora
Bet you won’t find him without a book.
Contact:8178075734

Email: sarthakarora294@gmail.com

Sarthak Gautam
Adaptable and Decisive .
Contact: 9643555441

Email: sarthakgautam98@gmail.com

Sejal Gupta
A sincere girl with a persevering approach.
Contact:9999719190

Email: guptasejal.77@gmail.com

Shivam Randhawa
A powerhouse both inside and outside the gym.
Contact:9582952866

Email: shivamrandhawa74@gmail.com

Shivani Jha
A girl who writes with the amalgamation of facts and fiction.
Contact:9599025271

Email: Jshivanijha1079@gmail.com

Shobhit Dutt
His true love is none other than football.
Contact: 9871106222

Email: shobhitdutt3@gmail.com

Shrinkhala Sharma
Perfect example of beauty with brains!
Contact: 9540980090

Email:shrinkhalasharma09@gmail.com

Shushant Kumar
We hope your fascinating designs make us proud.
Contact:8010841230

Email: shushantkumar8010@gmail.com

Sidhant Sabharwal
Never stop being stylish and confident.
Contact: 9555252529

Email: sidhant_00756@yahoo.in

Simran Kaur
With a smile that can make anyone’s dull days, brighter.
Contact: 9899662396

Email: simran.bagga18@gmail.com

Simran Kohli
Beautiful inside and out and full of emotions.
Contact: 9810678480

Email: kohlsimran4@gmail.com

Smridhi Dwivedi
You always find something special in the most ordinary things
Contact: 9818903132

Email: smridhid1@gmail.com

Sparsh Batra
The world needs more empathetic and compassionate people like you.
Contact: 9711109639

Email: sparshbatra09@gmail.com

Suraj Naman
One who captures the shots with feelings.
Contact: 8804984322

Email: awesomsuraj@gmail.com

Sushant Raghav
The knowledge factory of VIPS.
Contact: 9910595340

Email:ashok1039@gmail.com

Tanmaey Malhotra
Your picturesque frames will continue amazing us. We love your passion
for life.
Contact: 9582693366

Email: tanmaeymalhotra7@gmail.com

Tanusha Chawla
Your voice has its own charm that no one else can replace.
Contact: 9971837791

Email: tanushadirectioner@gmail.com

Taraun Rawat
We wish you continue to capture and share your vision with the world.
Contact:

Email:

Tarun Rawal
May your keen interest and a will to never stop exploring take you to
new heights
Contact: 9910906471

Email: tarunslife48.tr@gmail.com

Uday Arora
Never a grey moment with your lively attitude.
Contact: 9711919606

Email: udayarora04@gmail.com

Vaishali Nanda
Always capturing what any other eye could’ve missed, keep expressing
yourself with your shots.
Contact: 9711470774

Email: vaishali.nandalol12@gmail.com

Vaishnavi Sekar
Blogger, dancer and a marketing enthusiast; woman of many fine
talents.
Contact: 9891429998

Email: vaishnavisekar98@gmail.com

Vansh Khanna
Curious, a great friend, traveller!
Contact: 9896398984

Email: vanshkhanna1912@gmail.com

Vansh Virmani
With an eye that captures details and a mind that can think and express
vividly, we wish you all the success.
Contact: 9958272720

Email: vansh.virmani@gmail.com

Aayush Aggarwal
We wish you continue to be the globetrotter you are and share your experiences warm experiences with everybody through your stunning work of art.
Contact: 9811345361

Email: aayushdips91@gmail.com

Aditi Mahindra
A cheerful soul.
Contact: 9810560253

Email: aditimahendral@gmail.com

Jigyasa Pasricha
The world needs more warm and positive people like you. Always do
you!
Contact: 8059877746

Kanishk Grover
Your “always seeing the bright side of situations” attitude will always be
deeply missed by us.
Contact: 9811232735

Email: kanishth.grover6@gmail.com

Loveena Bahl
We wish you all the luck and hope you work your way up to becoming
the best reporter our field can get.
Contact: 9312210851

Email: love.bahl01@gmail.com

Mainank Arora
May you continue travelling the way towards success with your diligent
and never giving up attitude.
Contact: 9871347193

Email: ar.mainank@gmail.com

Manvi Mittal
With the focused and extremely determined mind of yours, you are
bound to make yourself and people around you extremely proud.
Contact: 9999990593

Email:manvimittal4067@gmail.com

Shantam Gulati
Calm, passionate and ambitious
Contact: 9871614414

Email: shantamgulati59@gmail.com

Shubham Jain
Very few people know what they actually want. You’re one of them!
Contact: 7065307200

Email: jains3161@gmail.com

Smedha Salwan
We always believed in you and knew you could become the best version
of yourself! Keep working towards your goals
Contact: 8860354355

Trapti Bansal
There’s no one who can drive one to work hard other than your own conscious will.
You listened to that call, and made everybody delighted with your presence.
Contact: 9810560253
Email: traptibansal27@gmail.com

Vanshika Gupta
Confident and thoughtful
Contact: 7065307200

Email: sweetvanshika8@gmail.com

Shagun Gogia
You are one of a kind.
Contact: 9654585859

Tanya Gupta
Strong willed and steadfast.
Contact: 8802239308

Email: tanya1212gpta@gmail.com

Chitrartha Mulisa
An easy going person who knows how to enjoy life, never change.
Contact: 9696967375

Email: chitrartha20@gmail.com

Mehak Kathuria
Never be afraid to express yourself through your thoughts and your art
of dancing. A bold and beautiful soul.
Contact: 8586858480

Email: mehakkathuria73@gmail.com

Mohd Anas
Your humour is relatable and there is never a dull moment whenever
you are around. The college is going to miss their happy ray of sunshine.
Contact: 8826569352

Email: mdanas96@gmail.com

“Never say “NO”, Never say “I CANNOT”, for you are infinite.
All the power is within you.
You can do anything!”

-Swami Vivekananda
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